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The density of a general d-dimensional stable random vector X is expressed as
an integral over the sphere in Rd of a function of the parameters of the one
dimensional projections of X. These formulas give insight into the form of multi-
variate stable densities and are useful for numerical calculations. Corollaries give
simplified expressions for symmetric stable and the :=1 strictly stable densities,
relations among the densities in different dimensions, and values of the densities at
the location parameter for all cases except the :=1, non-strictly stable ones.
Expressions for the densities in the multidimensional analog of Zolotarev’s (M)
parameterization and a discussion of computational versions of the formulas are
also given.  1998 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: primary 60E07, secondary 60E10.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A d-dimensional random vector X=(X1 , ..., Xd) is called stable if for
every n2 there is a constant An and a vector Bn such that
X(1)+X(2)+ } } } +X(n) =d AnX+Bn ,
where X(1), X(2), ..., X(n) are i.i.d. copies of X. It can be shown that the
constant must be of form An=n1:, where 0<:2 is called the index of
stability. Such distributions are of interest for theoretical reasons, because
the generalized Central Limit Theorem states that the only possible non-
trivial limits of normalized sums of i.i.d. terms are stable. In applications
there are a number of large multivariate data sets that exhibit heavy
tails that are well described by stable distributions, e.g., foreign exchange
rates (see Nolan and Panorska, 1997) and the in-phase and quadrature
components of radar noise (see Nolan, 1998a).
A major obstacle to the use of stable models in applications is the lack
of closed form expressions for stable densities. There are now reliable
programs to compute one dimensional stable densities, cumulative d.f., and
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quantiles (see Nolan, 1997). Multivariate stable densities are more difficult
to understand and compute.
One way to describe :-stable random vectors is by a spectral measure 1
(a finite Borel measure on S=unit sphere in Rd) and a shift vector & # Rd
(e.g., Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994): XtS:, d (1, &) if the characteristic
function of X is given by
E exp(i(X, t) )=exp \&|S :(( t, s) ) 1(ds)+i(t, &)+ ,
where ( } , } ) denotes the inner product and
:(u)={
|u| : \1&i sign(u) tan ?:2 + ,
|u| \1+i 2? sign(u) ln |u|+ ,
:{1
:=1.
For any t # Rd, the projection ( t, X&&) is a one dimensional stable r.v.
with some scale _(t), skewness ;(t), and shift +(t) (known formulas for
these quantities are given below in terms of the spectral measure 1 ). Note
that _min(1 )#infs # S _(s) is positive if and only if X is nonsingular (i.e., not
supported on any subspace of dimension less than d ), which we will assume
throughout. Our main theorem expresses the density of X in terms of these
quantities.
Theorem 1. Let XtS:, d (1, &) be a nonsingular stable random vector
with d2 and density p:, d (x).
(a) When :{1,
p:, d (d)=|
S
g:, d \(x&&, s)_(s) , ;(s)+ _&d (s) ds,
where
g:, d (v, ;)=
1
(2?)d |

0
cos \vu&\; tan ?:2 + u:+ ud&1e&u: du.
(b) When :=1
p1, d (x)=|
S
g1, d \(x&&, s)&+(s)+(2?) ;(s) _(s) ln _(s)_(s) , ;(s)+ _&d (s) ds,
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where
g1, d (v, ;)=
1
(2?)d |

0
cos \vu&2? ;u ln u+ ud&1e&u du.
When :{1, then quantity v(s=(x&&, s)_(s) is the projection of
(x&&) onto s, scaled by _(s). Thus the formula expresses the density in
terms of a weighted average over the compact set S of g:, d (v(s), ;(s)). This
representation gives insight into the form of multivariate stable densities
and is more amenable to numerical calculations than the numerical inver-
sion of the characteristic function considered in Byczkowski, Nolan, and
Rajput (1993), Nolan and Rajput (1995). Note that g:, d is a function of
two real variables no matter what the dimension d is, and that this function
is the same for every :-stable r.v. X; i.e., it is independent of the spectral
measure.
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 3. The next section gives some conse-
quences and related results. The last section describes a version of
Theorem 1 in Zolotarev’s (M) parameterization, notes some symmetry in
the integrals that reduces computations, and comments on computing the
integrals in Theorem 1.
2. RELATED RESULTS
When X is symmetric :-stable, ;(t)=0 and +(t)=0, so Theorem 1
simplifies.
Corollary 1 (Abdul-Hamid, 1996). For any : # (0, 2], when X is
symmetric around & :-stable,
p:, d (x)=|
S
gsym:, d ((x&&, s)_(s)) _
&d (s) ds,
where
gsym:, d (v)=
1
(2?)d |

0
cos(vu) ud&1e&u: du.
A 1-stable distribution in 1-dimension is strictly stable iff it is symmetric,
i.e., ;=0. When d>1, a d-dimensional 1-stable distribution can be strictly
stable without being symmetric. (Theorem 2.4.1 in Samorodnitsky and
Taqqu (1994) shows that strict stability is equivalent to ;(t)=0 for all t,
which can occur without 1 being symmetric.) In this case, Theorem 1(b)
simplifies.
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Corollary 2. When :=1, d>1, and X&& is strictly stable,
p1, d (x)=|
S
gsym1, d \(x&&, s) &+(s)_(s) + _&d (s) ds.
Straightforward differentiation of g:, d leads to the following technical
lemma.
Lemma 1. (a) For any : # (0, 2],
2g:, d
v2
(v, ;)=&4?2g:, d+2(v, ;).
(b) When : is rational and of the form :=m(2n){1,
2ng:, d
;2n
(v, ;)=(2?)m (&1)n \tan ?:2 +
2n
g:, d+m(v, ;).
Combining this lemma with Theorem 1 leads to an expression for multi-
variate stable densities stated without proof by Zolotarev (1986, p. 22).
Zolotarev’s formula expresses the multivariate density in terms of a
derivative of the one dimensional density when d is odd. This and the
corresponding result when d is even are proven next. For the statement,
note that the definition of g:, d makes sense when d=1 and
p:, 1(v, ;)=2g:, 1(v, ;)={
1
? |

0
cos \vu&\; tan ?:2 + u:+ e&u: du,
1
? |

0
cos \vu+; 2? u ln u+ e&u du,
:{1
:=1
is the density of a normalized one dimensional stable r.v. with parameters
: and ;. For the statement of the next result, define the harmonic conjugate
of p:, 1 :
q:, 1(v, ;)={
1
? |

0
sin \vu&\; tan ?:2 + u:+ e&u: du,
1
? |

0
sin \vu&; 2? u ln u+ e&u du,
:{1
:=1.
Corollary 3. (a) (Zolotarev, 1986) When d=2k+1 is odd,
p:, d (x)=
(&1)k
(2?)2k |S
2kp:, 1
v2k
(( (x&&)_(s), s) , ;(s)) _&d (s) ds. (1)
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(b) When d=2k is even,
p:, d (x)=
(&1)k&1
(2?)2k&1 |S
2k&1q:, 1
v2k&1
(( (x&&)_(s), s), ;(s)) _&d (s) ds. (2)
Proof. Part (a) is just repeated application of Lemma 1(a). Part (b) is
similar with the observation that q:, 1(v, ;)v=2?g:, 2(v, ;). K
We used Lemma 1(a) to derive (1) above. In like manner, Lemma 1(b)
relates multivariate stable densities to densities in other dimensions. For
example, a five dimensional (34)-stable density can be expressed as an
integral of 4g34, 2 ;4 (using m=3, n=d=2).
In most cases, we can find an explicit value for the density at x=&. (In
the next result, 1 will mean the standard gamma function; not the spectral
measure 1(ds).)
Corollary 4. (a) When X is symmetric around &, then for any :,
p:, d (&)=
1(d:)
:(2?)d |S _
&d (s) ds.
(b) When :{1,
p:, d (&)=
1(d:)
:(2?)d |
S
cos _(d:) arc tan \;(s) tan ?:2 +&
\1+\;(s) tan \?:2 +
2
+
d2:
_d (s)
ds.
(c) When :=1, d>1 and X&& is strictly stable
p1, d (&)=
1(d )
(2?)d |S
cos[d arc tan(+(s)_(s))]
(_2(s)++2(s))d2
ds.
Proof. Part (a) is obtained by substituting x=& in Corollary 1 and
using the fact that gsym:, d (0)=(1:) 1(d:)(2?)
&d. Part (b) follows from
Theorem 1 and the fact that
g:, d (0, ;)=
1(d:) cos _(d:) arc tan \; tan ?:2 +&
:(2?)d \1+\; tan ?:2 +
2
+
d2: .
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Part (c) is similar using
gsym1, d (&+(s)_(s))=
1(d ) cos[d arc tan(+(s)_(s))]
(2?)d (1+(+(s)_(s))2)d2
and simplifying. K
As in 1-dimension, there does not appear to be a formula for p1, d (&)
when :=1 and X&& is not strictly stable.
In the symmetric case, gsym:, d ( } ) is strictly decreasing in a neighborhood of
the origin, which implies that p:, d (x) is strictly decreasing in every radial
direction near the origin: for any s # S, p:, d (r2s)<p:, d (r1s)<p:, d (0) for
0<r1<r2 sufficiently small. Abdul-Hamid (1996) gives a proof of this and
a bound for r2 where this inequality holds.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
By replacing X with X&&, we can assume &=0. The characteristic
function of XtS:, d (1, 0) is exp(&IX (t)), where the exponent function
is IX (t)=S :((t, s) ) 1(ds). For any t # R
d, the projection of the r.v.
( t, X) is a one dimensional stable r.v. with characteristic function
E exp(iu( t, X) )=exp(&IX (ut)). Hence its scale, skewness, and shift when
d>1 are given by Zolotarev (1986, p. 20) or Samorodnitsky and Taqqu
(1994, Example 2.3.4):
_:(t)=RIX (t)=|
S
|( t, s) | : 1(ds),
;(t)=_&:(t) |
S
sign( t, s) |( t, s) | : 1(ds)
={&IIX (t)<\_
: (t) tan
?:
2 + , :{1
(b, t)_(t), :=1
+(t)={
0, :{1
&
2
? | ( t, s) ln |( t, s) | 1(ds)=&IIX (t), :=1.
In the expression for ;(t) when :=1, b=(b1 , ..., bd) has coordinates bj=
the skewness parameter of the j th component of X=;(0, ..., 1, ..., 0).
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The inversion formula for characteristic functions shows that
p:, d (x)=(2?)&d |
Rd
e&i(x, t)e&iX(t) d t
=(2?)&d |
Rd
cos[(x, t)+IIX (t)] e&RIX(t) d t
={
(2?)&d |
Rd
cos _(x, t)&_:(t) ;(t) tan ?:2 & e&_:(t) d t,
(2?)&d |
Rd
cos[(x, t)&+(t)] e&_(t) d t,
:{1
:=1.
For every :, r>0 and v # Rd, _(rv)=r_(v) and ;(rv)=;(v). Substituting
t=rs, where r>0 and s # S in the first integral shows that when :{1,
p:, d (x)=(2?)&d |
S
|

0
cos _(x, rs) &_:(rs) ;(rs) tan ?:2 &
_e&_:(r s)rd&1 dr ds
=(2?)&d |
S
|

0
cos _(x, s) r&\_:(s) ;(s) tan ?:2 + r:&
_e&r:_:(s)rd&1 dr ds.
Fix s and substitute u=r_(s) in the inner integral to get
p:, d (x)=|
S
g:, d ((x, s)_(s), ;(s)) _&d (s) ds,
which completes the proof of Theorem 1(a).
Next assume that :=1. Since +(rv)=r+(v)& 2?(r ln r) ;(v) _(v). Sub-
stituting t=rs as above shows that
p1, d (x)=(2?)&d |
S
|

0
cos[(x, rs)&+(rs)] e&_(rs)rd&1 dr ds
=(2?)&d |
S
|

0
cos _(x, s) r&+(s) r+2? ;(s) _(s) r ln r&
_e&r_(s)rd&1 dr ds.
Fix s and substitute u=r_(s) in the inner integral and simplify to get
Theorem 1(b).
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4. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES
Theorem 1 has the disadvantage that, as in one dimension, the densities
generally are not continuous in the neighborhood of :=1: unless the
spectral measure is symmetric, the mode of the density of an S:, d (1, &)
distribution goes to infinity as :  1 (holding 1 and & fixed). In Zolotarev’s
notation, we used the (A) parameterization for the one dimensional
projection (t, X&&); using Zolotarev’s (M) parameterization keeps the
one dimensional mode approximately centered. A multidimensional
variation of Zolotarev’s (M) parameterization is defined in Nolan (1998b):
XtS 0:, d (1, &0) if it has characteristic function
E exp(i(X, t) )=exp \&|S 0:(( t, s) ) 1(ds)+i( t, &0)+ ,
where
0:(u)={
|u| : \1+i sign(u) tan ?:2 ( |u|1&:&1)+ ,
|u| \1+i 2? sign(u) ln |u|+ ,
:{1
:=1.
The S 0:, d (1, &
0) form of Theorem 1 follows (the :=1 case is unchanged).
Theorem 2. Let XtS 0:, d (1, &0) be a nonsingular stable random vector
with :{1. The density of X is given by
p0:, d (x)=|
S
g0:, d \(x&&
0, s)
_(s)
, ;(s)+ _&d (s) ds,
where
g0:, d (v, ;)=
1
(2?)d |

0
cos \vu+; \tan ?:2 + (u&u:)+ ud&1e&u: du.
This expression is better conditioned numerically for : near 1, because
g0:, d (v, ;)  g1, d (v, ;) as :  1; this is a consequence of the calculus fact
lim:  1 tan(?:2)(u&u:)=(2?) u ln |u|.
The main difficulty in using Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 is in evaluating
g:, d or g0:, d , which are integrals of oscillating functions over unbounded
regions. As in the one dimensional case, there are certain special cases
where it is possible to evaluate g:, d directly. For example, when :=1,
integration by parts yields gsym1, 1 (v)=1(1+v
2), gsym1, 2(v)=(1&v
2)(1+v2)2,
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etc. For many rational values of :, generalized hypergeometric functions
give formal expressions for gsym:, d .
In general, numerical methods are likely to be necessary. In the
important symmetric case, numerically evaluation gsym:, d is computationally
tractable, for example, by using IMSL quadrature routine DQDAWF. For
general ;, it is best to find a formula for g0:, d like the one dimensional
stable density formula in Theorem 2.2.3 of Zolotarev (1986), i.e., express
g0:, d as an integral over a finite interval of a well behaved integrand.
For conciseness, we outline one approach briefly. Computational forms
of Zolotarev’s integral in the (one dimensional) (M) parameterization are
of the form (see Nolan, 1997)
p0:, 1(v, ;)=|
b
a
hp(%, :, ;, v) d%, (3)
where &?2a<b?2 and hp has a complicated, but explicit, formula.
An (M) form of Corollary 3 then gives a computational expression for g0:, d
when d is odd:
g0:, d (v, ;)=c(d ) |
b
a \
d&1hp
vd&1 + (%, :, ;, v) d%.
A direct counterpart of (3) for q:, 1 would be of the form
q0:, 1(v, ;)=|
b
a
hq(%, :, ;, v) d%.
Such a formula can be found for many values of :, notably :>1, but does
not seem possible for all :. Corollary 3 may be applied to get a computa-
tional formula for g0:, d in even dimensions. In the important two
dimensional case, the formula for g0:, 2 involves one derivative of hq , which
can be computed explicitly, and numerical evaluation of the integral seems
feasible.
We end with two observations. First, symmetry reduces the domain of
integration of the integrals above to a hemisphere; this is useful for numeri-
cal computations where the computation time can be reduced by half.
Define the hemisphere S+=S & [x=(x1 , ..., xd) : x10]. When :{1,
_(&s)=_(s), v(&s)=(x, &s)_(&s)=&(x, s)_(s)=&v(s) and ;(&s)
=&;(s), so g:, d (v(&s), ;(&s))=g:, d (&v(s), &;(s))=g:, d (v(s), ;(s)).
Hence the integral over the whole sphere is twice the integral over S+. The
:=1 case and the g0:, d case are similar, yielding:
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Lemma 2. Let g be g:, d or g0:, d ; then
|
S
g(v(s), ;(s)) _&d (s) ds=2 |
S+
g(v(s), ;(s)) _&d (s) ds.
Finally, we note that the proof of Theorem 1 used polar coordinates and
integrated out the r variable. It is also possible to integrate out the direc-
tion variable s. This does not seem to be as useful, so we only state the
result in the symmetric case. In that case, the density is given by
p:, d (x)=|

0
fd (u, x; _( } )) ud&1e&u
: du,
where
fd (u, x; _( } ))=
1
(2?)d |S cos \
(x, s)
_(s)
u+ _&d (s) ds.
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